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Abstract
Current Source Inverter (CSI) topology is gaining acceptance as a competitive alternative
for grid interface of renewable energy systems due to its unique and advantageous features.
Merits of CSI over the more popular Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) topology have been
elaborated on by a number of researchers. However, there is a dearth of quality work
in modeling and control of CSI topology interfacing renewable energy resources to the
grid. To enrich the study focussing on application of CSI for renewable energy interface,
this thesis develops a multilevel structure based on CSI for three-phase grid-connected
Photovoltaic (PV) application. In the first part of research, a single-stage CSI interfacing to
PV array is developed. The CSI-based PV system is equipped with Maximum Power Point
Tracker (MPPT), DC-link current controller, and AC-side current controller. To eliminate
the nonlinearity introduced by the PV array, a feed-forward control is introduced in the
DC-link current controller. The AC-side current controller is responsible for maintaining
unity power factor at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). To verify the performance
of the developed CSI-based PV system, a number of simulation studies are carried out
in PSCAD/EMTDC environment. To illustrate the performance of the CSI-based PV
system during transients on the grid side, simulation studies are carried out for four kinds
of faults. Results obtained from fault studies are highly in favor of CSI topology and
provide illustrative evidence for short-circuit current protection capability of the CSI. On
the other hand, the VSI-based PV system performs poorly when subjected to similar grid
transients.
To extend the research on CSI-based PV system further, a multilevel structure based
on CSI is developed. The multilevel structure is a parallel combination of n CSI units and
capable of producing 2n+1 levels of current at the terminal of the inverter. Each unit in the
multilevel structure has its own MPPT, DC-link current controller. However, on the AC-
side a combined current controller is proposed. The design results in a high power rating
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with reduced number of filters, sensors and controllers. The developed multilevel structure
can operate with PV arrays exposed to equal and unequal insolation level. However,
when the PV arrays are operating under unequal insolation level, low order harmonics
are generated in the sinusoidal current that is injected into the grid. Elimination of these
harmonics is performed by implementing a modified control strategy in stationary reference
frame that corresponds to the harmonic component that needs to be minimized. The
modified control strategy operates in coordination with the existing DC-side and AC-side
current controllers, and MPPTs. Therefore, real-time suppression of current harmonics
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Demand for clean, economical, and renewable energy has increased consistently over the
past few decades. Among a variety of renewable energy resources available, solar energy
appears to be a major contender due to its abundance and pollution-free conversion to
electricity through photovoltaic (PV) process. Increasing interest in PV systems, demands
growth in research and development activities in various aspects such as Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT), PV arrays, anti-islanding protection, stability and reliability,
power quality and power electronic interface. With increase in penetration level of PV
systems in the existing power systems, these issues are expected to become more critical
in time since they can have noticeable impact on the overall system performance. More
efficient and cost-effective PV modules are being developed and manufactured, in response
to the concerns raised by the PV system developers, utilities and customers. Numerous
standards have been designed to address power quality and grid-integration issues. Ex-
tensive research in the field of MPPT has resulted in fast and optimized method to track
the maximum power point. Regarding power electronic converter to interface PV arrays
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to the grid, Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) is a widely used topology to date. However, this
topology has some limitation when it comes to PV application. The VSI topology has buck
(step-down) characteristics; therefore to step-up the low voltage output from the PV array,
an extra power electronic interface may be required. Moreover, the VSI-based PV system
demonstrates a poor performance during transients such as faults on the grid-side. These
drawbacks of VSI can be overcome by a current-base inverter known as Current Source
Inverter (CSI). CSI is a preferred topology in high power motor drives. CSI has inherent
boosting (stepping-up) capability, namely it can operate with a low-voltage DC source
on the DC side. Moreover, presence of an inductor on the DC-side of the CSI ensures
a low-ripple current at the interfaces of both PV panels and the inverter. Furthermore,
DC-side current regulation offers an inherent current limiting and overcurrent protection
feature during AC-side faults. Despite CSI’s many favorable features for PV application,
its wide-spread use has been hindered due to the following drawbacks:
1. The on-state losses in the switching elements, where the semiconductor switches used
are not capable of withstanding negative voltage and thus have to be connected in
series with a diode, are higher than those in voltage-source inverter.
2. The AC-side filter capacitors can resonate with the distribution line inductance.
3. The losses in the DC inductor of CSI are known to be higher than those in the DC
capacitor of the VSI.
With new advances in the power semiconductor technology, switching losses have
been reduced to great extent. If the AC-side filter capacitor is designed properly, res-
onance can be avoided. The DC-side inductor is still a troublemaker. However, with
recent developments in Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) technol-
ogy, there is hope that concerns regarding inductor can be removed in the future,
allowing CSI to prove itself a fierce competitor to VSI. Turning this possibility into
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reality, extensive research in the field of CSI applications for PV systems is neces-
sary. Though researchers have studied CSI for PV application before, there is a lot
of room for quality research and investigation in CSI’s control structure and tran-
sient performance when it is interfaced to a PV array and grid. Motivated by the
huge demand for solar energy and immediate need for improvements in PV systems,
the research reported in this thesis intends to add to the existing knowledge on PV
system applications of CSI and make quality contributions to the field.
1.2 Objectives
The goal of the research work is to design an efficient three-phase grid-connected, single-
stage CSI-based PV system. To achieve this, the control system is designed by deriving a
detailed mathematical model of the system including PV arrays, a CSI, and a distribution
system. Performance of control structure is verified by simulating the complete system in
the PSCAD/EMTDC environment. The main objectives of the research can be summarized
as follows:
 To develop a single-stage power electronic interface based on CSI for three-phase
grid-connected PV application, capable of extracting maximum power from the PV
arrays at all insolation levels. Moreover, the developed system should be capable of
injecting a clean sinusoidal current into the power grid in phase with the voltage at
the Point of Common Coupling (PCC).
 To study the viability of the developed system in different transient conditions. For
this study, different kinds of faults are considered on the grid side.
 To perform a comparative study of two PV systems, one based on VSI and the other
based on CSI under different transient conditions.
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 To develop a multilevel CSI-based PV system, capable of operating under equal and
unequal irradiation levels, at switching frequencies lower than those for the single-
unit CSI-based PV system and capable of injecting clean sinusoidal currents into the
grid at all conditions.
 To study the islanding behavior of multilevel structure when PV array are operating
under equal and unequal solar irradiation conditions.
 To develop a linearized model of the CSI-based PV system and analyze the impact
of variation of different parameters on the behaviors of different state variables.
1.3 Thesis Organization
To achieve the aforementioned objectives and facilitate the presentation of results derived
in the course of this research, the thesis is organized as follows:
1. Chapter 2 provides a literature survey on grid-connected PV systems. In the first
part of the chapter, the general structure of a grid-connected PV system is discussed.
This is followed by a discussion on different standards developed for safe operation of
PV systems used as Distributed Generations (DGs). Survey on different topologies
for PV application constitutes a vital part of this chapter. In the later part of the
chapter, a survey on multilevel topologies is presented.
2. Based on the literature survey presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 attempts to address
the gap in the research on CSI-based grid-connected PV systems. To accomplish this,
a detailed mathematical modeling of PV arrays interfaced to the grid through a CSI
is presented. Controller design is discussed in detail. Evaluation of the controller is
performed under different transient conditions towards the end of Chapter 3.
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3. Chapter 4 develops a multilevel structure based on CSI. The multilevel structure is
capable of accommodating PV arrays exposed to equal and unequal insolation levels.
However, operation of PV arrays in unequal insolation levels leads to generation
of low-order harmonics on the AC side. To minimize these low-order harmonics, a
modified control strategy is presented and discussed in Chapter 4.
4. Chapter 5 discusses islanding behavior of multilevel structure that was developed in
Chapter 4. A mathematical analysis is presented to establish a relationship between
variation of voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) and power level of
the multilevel structure. Through analysis, it is demonstrated that when units of
multilevel structure are operating at unequal power levels, voltage variation is higher
than in the case where all units are operating at equal power levels; this, in turn,
triggers islanding detection logic faster. To support this analysis simulation results
are presented at the end of Chapter 5.
5. Chapter 6 presents a linearized model of the system presented in Chapter 3. The
linearization is performed by considering small perturbation around a steady-state
operating point. Sensitivity study is performed for different state variables in re-
sponse to variations in different parameters.
6. Summary, Conclusion and Contributions of this research to the field of power elec-






In recent years, there has been an appreciable interest in the utilization of Photovoltaic
(PV) systems due to concerns about environmental issues associated with use of fossil fuels,
rising fuel cost and energy security. Despite this high interest, not a significant number
of grid-connected PV systems are visible at present as compared to traditional energy
sources such as oil, gas, coal, nuclear, hydro, and wind [1]. So far, PV systems of single-
or double- digit megawatt (MW) capacities have been connected to the grid mainly at
sub-transmission voltage levels. At the distribution level, the PV systems mainly consist
of roof-top installations with capacities of few kilowatts which are unlikely to have any
significant impact on the existing power system. With the growing interest in solar energy
and national policies designed in favor of green energy, it is expected that there will be
significant increase in large-size PV plants, which can have significant impact on the existing
power grid. For successful operation of large-scale grid-connected PV systems, a robust
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and cost-effective PV inverter solution is required. Extensive research in the field of power
conditioning unit has spawned a range of design solutions for the PV inverter. So far,
voltage source inverter (VSI) has been widely employed for interfacing with PV modules
with the grid. Though VSI comes with many advantageous features, the topology has some
major drawbacks which add extra cost and complexity in the structure of a PV system. To
make the proliferation of grid-connected PV systems a successful business option, the cost,
performance, and life expectancy of the power electronic interface need to be improved.
To meet these expectations, the researcher chose a topology which is a current-based, has
better transient performance, longer lifetime compared to the voltage-based inverter, and
can work efficiently in a single-stage structure.
The literature review presented in this chapter starts with the structure of a 3-phase
grid-connected PV system to give readers an idea about the functionality of a typical PV
inverter. Since the PV inverter is interfaced to a utility grid, it is very important that the
interconnection is in accordance with the utility codes and standards. Therefore, section
2.3 presents a discussion on the existing standards. This is followed by a survey of inverter
topologies for interfacing PV modules to the grid. The survey on inverter topology is
presented to show differences between the PV inverter topologies that were used in the
past, are used today and are proposed for future applications. This is followed by a survey
of the research conducted on CSI for grid-connected PV applications and a survey on
multilevel topologies in PV application. Finally, a summary of the grid-connected PV
inverters conclude the chapter.
2.2 Structure of a Typical Photovoltaic (PV) System
The main building blocks of a PV system, shown in Figure 2.1 are described below.
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2.2.1 PV array
A PV array consists of a number of PV modules or panels. A PV module is an assembly
of a large number of interconnected PV cells [2].
2.2.2 Inverter
The inverter in a PV system is employed to transform the DC-voltage generated from a
PV module to a three-phase AC voltage. A three-phase inverter has three legs with two
switches in each leg. The switching is performed by carrier-based or space-vector- based
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) [3]. A detailed discussion on different inverter topologies
is provided later in this chapter. The inverter is usually interfaced to the utility grid
through a transformer. However, transformer-less PV inverter topologies have also been
proposed and implemented for single-phase grid-connected PV inverter.
2.2.3 Filter
The output quantity of an inverter (voltage in VSI and current in CSI) is pulsed and
contains switching harmonics along with a 60 Hz fundamental. In order to separate the 60
Figure 2.1 Structure of a typical single-stage PV system.
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Hz component, a filter is essential at the AC terminal of the inverter, where it is interfaced
to the grid. Since the performance of the filter depends on the grid impedance, special
care must be practiced in the filter design [4].
2.3 Specification and Standards
The inverters interfacing the PV array to the grid perform two major tasks: (i) to ensure
that the PV array is operated at its maximum power point and (ii) to inject sinusoidal
current to the grid at the desired power factor. Since the inverter is connected to the
grid, the standards set by the utility companies must be obeyed. The standards set by
the utility companies deal with issues such as power quality and detection of islanding
operation. A summary of these standards are listed in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. From the protection
point of view, the inverters must be able to detect an islanding situation when voltage and
frequency are beyond threshold limit set by the standards and take appropriate measures in
order to protect equipment and personnel [10]. Islanding is a situation where a Distributed
Generator (DG) continues to supply power to the load though the connection from the grid
is lost. This situation is not allowed from safety point of view. In present practice, two
islanding detection methods are widely used, namely passive methods and active methods.
Passive methods monitor deviation in grid parameters when the grid connection is lost.
Hence, they do not have any influence on the power quality. On the other hand, active
methods introduce a disturbance to the grid and monitor the effect. Therefore, they may
have some impact on power quality. Preventing the DG from going to islanding mode is an
active research area. Extensive research in this field has generated many islanding detection
methods [11,12,13,14,15,16]. However, there is not a single one that is accepted from the
viewpoints of performance, cost, and speed of response. There is also limitation on the
allowable amount of DC current injected into the grid [5]. The purpose of limiting the DC-
current injection into the grid is to avoid saturation of the distribution transformer which
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acts as a connecting medium between the PV system and the utility grid [7]. However, the
restriction put on the DC current is very mild, i.e., 0.5% to 1 % of the rated output current.
In order to mitigate this effect, some inverters employ a transformer-less configuration. The
inverters interfacing the PV modules to grid must guarantee that the PV array is operating
at its Maximum Power Point (MPP). This is achieved by implementing a Maximum Power
Point Tracker (MPPT). A fair number of MPPT techniques have been introduced and
investigated in the past. Reference [17] discusses 19 different methods of MPPT introduced
since 1968. The most widely used MPPT technique is Perturb & Observe (P&O) method,
even though it has some shortcomings in performance.
2.4 Past, Present, and Future of PV Technology
A detailed survey on the evolution of PV system configuration has been given in [8]. In
this section a summary of the literature available is presented.
2.4.1 Past Technology: Centralized Structure
The past technology, shown in Figure 2.2(a), was based on a centralized concept. One in-
verter interfaced a large number of PV modules to the grid. Main features of this structure
are described below.
 The PV modules were arranged in the form of a number of strings. Each string had
sufficient voltage to avoid further amplification.
 The strings were then connected in parallel through string diodes to realize high
power levels.
 The grid connection was usually performed by line commutated thyristors which led
to current harmonics and thus poor power quality.
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Figure 2.2 Classification of PV power conversion topology (a) Past centralized technology,
(b) Present string technology, (c) Present and future multi-string technology. (d) Present
and future AC module technology.
The main shortcoming of the centralized inverter was the high DC voltage resulting
from series connection of PV modules requiring a high voltage DC cable between the PV
module and the inverter. In addition, there were power losses due to partial shading
and disability of centralized MPPT to deal with this situation, losses due to mismatch
between the PV modules and losses in the string diodes. High harmonic content and low
power quality resulted from the centralized inverter which were based on line commutated
thyristors.
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2.4.2 Present Technology: Single-String Structure and AC mod-
ules
To overcome the power mismatch and inefficient MPPT technology, the present inverter
technology has been introduced, which is based on processing the power produced by indi-
vidual strings (single-string technology) or individual modules (AC module). The present
technology offers improved performance compared to the past technology in the following
ways:
 Distributed MPP tracking leads to increase in the overall efficiency compared to the
centralized inverter. Moreover, the cost of manufacturing and thus the sale price is
reduced due to mass production.
 It provides the possibility of up-scaling the system due to the modular structure.
 It is more user friendly because of its straight forward structure with “Plug-and-Play”
feature.
 It is based on forced-commutated DC-AC converters employing IGBTS, resulting in
low harmonic content and thus high power quality.
2.4.3 Future Technology: Multi-String Structure, AC Modules
and AC Cells
The future technology is a combination of the past and present technologies. Several
strings are interfaced with their own DC-DC converter through a common DC-AC converter
(multi-string) or through their own DC-AC converter (AC module) [18]. This certainly
offers an advantage over the past technology, since each string can be controlled individ-
ually and independently of one another. Compared to the present technology, the future
technology provides flexibility of introducing new technologies into the existing systems.
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Figure 2.3 Classification of PV inverter topology. (a) Single power processing stage,
(b)Dual power processing stage, (c) Dual power processing stage with a common DC-AC
inverter.
2.5 Classification of Inverter Topologies
Inverter topology is classified on the basis of number of power processing stages, whether
or not they employ a transformer, and type of grid interface.
2.5.1 Classification of Power Conversion Topologies
Figure 2.3(a) ) shows a single-stage topology. The inverter handles all tasks by itself
(i.e., MPPT, grid current control and voltage amplification in some cases). The inverter
employed in single-stage conversion must be designed to handle a peak power of twice the
nominal power [8].
A dual-stage topology is illustrated in Figure 2.3(b). In this topology, the tasks are
divided between the DC-DC converter and DC-AC converter. Maximum power point
tracking is performed by the DC-DC converter and current control task is performed by
the DC-AC converter.
Finally, Figure 2.3(c) is the solution for multi-string technology. The DC-DC converters
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Figure 2.4 Evolution of PV inverters. (a) Transformer included inverter, (b)Transformer-
less inverter.
take care of MPPT and are connected to the DC-link of a common DC-AC inverter which
takes care of the grid interfacing.
2.5.2 Transformer and Transformer-less configurations
Generally, grid-interfaced inverters use a line-frequency transformer for voltage amplifica-
tion when the input voltage is low as shown in Figure 2.4(a). In addition, the transformer
provides galvanic isolation and grounding of the PV module. Furthermore, double ground-
ing for single-phase PV inverter topology can be easily realized by interfacing a transformer.
However, transformer is considered as an “extra” component when the input voltage is suf-
ficiently high. Therefore, transformer-less inverters have been introduced recently to avoid
increased size, weight, and price due to addition of the transformer. Researchers have pro-
posed transformer-less configuration for single-phase PV inverter with double grounding
feature by splitting PV modules into two halves or by modifying the inverter topology [19].
For single-phase transformer-less PV inverter, double grounding feature is easily realized
by splitting the PV modules into two parts. A schematic diagram of such PV inverter is
presented in 2.4(b). Reference [19] proposes a single-stage single-phase transformer-less
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grid-connected topology which is capable of double grounding feature. The topology pro-
posed in [19] uses only one PV source instead of splitting the PV module into two parts, a
single buck-boost converter, and a decoupling capacitor. The argument the authors have
made for not splitting the PV source is that there will be a high total harmonic Distortion
(THD) if there is a mismatch of power between the two parts. Moreover, there is less
utilization of PV source when it is divided.
2.5.3 Types of Power Conditioning Unit
So far, the discussion was about the overall structure, configuration, and power processing
stages for the PV inverter. This part studies the structure and topology of the power
conditioning unit employed in the grid-connected PV systems. Power electronic inverter,
sometimes known as power conditioning unit, connects the utility grid with the PV source.
Moreover, selection of a proper power electronic interface topology can contribute towards
reducing the number of stages, which in turn, reduces the cost of the whole unit. Since
1984, researchers have proposed a range of topologies for the power conditioning system.
References [20] and [21] provide a survey on the structure of power electronic interface used
in three-phase grid-connected PV systems. The topology that has been thoroughly inves-
tigated and adopted for grid-connected PV inverter is Voltage Source Inverter (VSI). This
topology enjoys a simple and effective control scheme and well-established Pulse Width
Modulation switching techniques [21]. A schematic diagram of VSI topology connected to
3-phase grid is presented in Figure 2.5(a). Literature is rich in information on the VSI
topology, as well as the established and proposed control and switching schemes and appli-
cation in grid-connected systems [22] [23]. One major drawback of VSI is that, as a buck
topology, it requires sufficiently high input voltage for proper functioning. Therefore, when
the input voltage is low, another converter stage, usually a boost converter is employed
between the DC source and VSI [8]. A schematic diagram of a VSI cascaded with a boost
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Figure 2.5 PV grid interface topologies. (a) Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), (b) Voltage
Source Inverter cascaded with a boost converter, (c) Current Source Inverter (CSI), (d)
Z-source Inverter.
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converter is shown in Figure 2.5(b). On the other hand, the topology that has been less in-
vestigated and adopted when compared with VSI for grid-interface applications is Current
Source Inverter (CSI) topology, shown in Figure 2.5(c). Recently, a new topology named
“Impedance-Inverter” or Z-source inverter which employs a unique impedance network to
couple the converter to the DC source has been adopted for interfacing DG. A schematic
diagram of Z-source inverter proposed by Peng in [24] is presented in Figure 2.5(d). The
special feature of Z-source inverter is that it overcomes the conceptual and theoretical bar-
riers and limitations of the traditional VSI and CSI topologies and is capable of operating
in both buck and boost modes and can also eliminate the requirement of a bulky trans-
former. Application of Z-source inverter in the field of grid-connected PV system is at a
very early stage. However, efforts have been made by [25] and [26] to interface PV module
through Z-source inverter to single-phase and three-phase grid, respectively. Since the Z-
source is capable of operating in both buck and boost mode, a comparative study between
buck-boost inverter and Z-source inverter for PV applications is carried out in [27]. In [27],
the experimental results show that the efficiency of Z-source inverter drops more rapidly
for high loads compared to that of buck-boost inverter. Though the Z-source inverter can
operate both in step-down and step-up modes, it offers more structural complexity than a
single-stage grid-connected PV system based on VSI or CSI. Considering that for PV and
fuel cell applications the boosting feature is desired, a CSI qualifies as a better candidate
than Z-source inverter as it lifts the requirement for the additional impedance requirement
used in a Z-source inverter.
Research on CSI topology lags behind that on VSI in DG applications due to its poten-
tially lower efficiency, high energy loss in the DC-link inductor, and less investigated ap-
propriate PWM switching strategies. However, recent developments in RB-IGBT (Reverse
blocking Insulated Gate Bipolar Junction Transistors) have contributed towards reduced
conduction losses in CSI. RB-IGBT is a special type of IGBT whose structure is similar to
conventional IGBT except for the fact that it has a collector isolation area that allows the
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IGBT to block reverse voltage. The RB-IGBT has a symmetrical blocking capability [28].
This implies that it can block both forward and reverse voltage in its off-state. As a re-
sult, it eliminates the requirement of series connected diodes in the CSI topology. More
information regarding its characteristics can be found in [29]. There are other advanta-
geous features that make CSI a more apt topology than the widely used VSI. A literature
survey aimed at comparative evaluation of performances of CSI-based and VSI based DG
is presented in the subsequent section.
2.6 Performance of CSI-based Topology Compared to
VSI-based Topology for Photovoltaic (PV) Appli-
cation
The CSI topology offers numerous advantages over the VSI topology from the viewpoints
of short-circuit current limiting, harmonics, and losses. A CSI doesn’t need an AC-side
filter inductor when used for grid-interactive application as shown in Figure 2.5(b), and
offers direct controllability of the output current. Moreover, CSI has high reliability due
to inherent short-circuit current protection capability. The DC-link reactor of the CSI,
which acts as a link between the DG and inverter, has a longer lifetime than the DC-link
electrolytic capacitor of the VSI [30]. As mentioned earlier in 2.5.3, because of buck char-
acteristic of VSI, a high input voltage is required for stable operation of VSI. Therefore,
for grid-connected applications VSI may require an additional DC-DC boost converter if a
transformer is not used. However, VSI offers some advantages over CSI topology in terms
of efficiency, and ease of control [31]. The control scheme and pulse width modulation
techniques for VSI topology are more established and more thoroughly investigated when
compared to those for CSI. Comparative study of VSI and CSI for different application
has always been of interest to researchers. For FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission System)
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application, [32] presents a systematic comparison of the two very competitive topologies,
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) and Current Source Converter (CSC). The authors of [32]
have made conclusions that can be applied to VSI and CSI topologies in general. They
have concluded that voltage ratings of switches for VSI topology are higher than those for
a CSI topology. Moreover, the voltage harmonics generated by a VSC are high irrespective
of the current injected, whereas the harmonics produced by CSC can be reduced at low
current injection levels by reducing the DC side current. Furthermore, when both con-
verters are operating at low switching frequency, waveforms from CSI have better quality
compared to those from VSI, which is a desirable feature for high power DG application.
Operation of power electronic device at low switching frequency results in lower switching
losses. However, reference [32] doesn’t talk about conduction losses; therefore, it is diffi-
cult to predict which converter topology has more semiconductor losses. In view of this,
an analytical derivation of semi-conductor losses for voltage source converter and current
source converter is presented in [33]. Reference [33] has concluded based on analytical and
experimental results that when both converters are operating in inverting mode, e.g., when
they are supplying power to the grid, the conduction losses for voltage source converter
topology are lower than those for current source converter topology. However, the analysis
in [33] was carried out for inverters made of normal IGBT switches; results are expected
to be different for RB-IGBT switches. The work in [33] is further extended to evaluate
conduction losses analytically for fuel cell generation system in [34]. In reference [34],
the authors have compared a VSI-BC (Boost Converter) topology with a single-stage CSI
topology with IGBT switches. The analysis gives the same result as in [33], that for fuel
cell applications IGBT-based voltage source inverter in combination with boost converter
topology is more advantageous compared to current source inverter in terms of losses. For
low-power PV application, a comparison between a VSI-BC combination and CSI is pre-
sented in [35]. The inverters employed in [35] are based on MOSFETs. The conclusion
drawn in [35] varies from those of [33]. In this case, VSI in combination with boost con-
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verter was proven to be more lossy than CSI. For high power PV applications, a systematic
comparison and experimental analysis for switching losses, conduction losses and installed
power for VSI and CSI topologies are carried out in [36]. In [36] the author has intro-
duced a novel topology for CSI based on RB-IGBT. A schematic diagram for the topology
adopted in [36] is shown in Figure 2.6. The justification behind the author’s mixed-switch
design is that in CSI most of the switching stress is handled by the positive or upper switch
group. Though RB-IGBT has reverse blocking capability, the IGBT in series with diode
has better switching behavior than the RB-IGBT; therefore, RB-IGBT switches can be
used in the negative switch group or lower group. This has resulted in lower number of
semiconductor devices, which in turn, results in lower switching losses as compared to the
commonly used CSI topology. One major advantage of using RB-IGBT in CSI is that it
eliminates the requirement of series diodes, which are normally employed to reduce voltage
stress in conventional IGBTs in a current source inverter, and their associated conduction
losses.
The upper and lower devices of each leg in a VSI cannot be gated simultaneously as
shoot-through can destroy the devices. In a CSI, shoot-through is a valid state and is used
for magnitude control of fundamental component of AC-side current.
Combining RB-IGBTs, IGBTs, and diodes the author in [36] has proposed a multi- con-
verter topology that connects multiple independently controlled renewable energy sources
to the same grid. The analysis is further extended to evaluate the installed power. It
was found that CSI based on RB-IGBT has lower installed power compared to VSI and
CSI based on conventional IGBTs and diodes. However, the author has not presented
any experimental or simulation analysis for transient performance of the CSI based on
RB-IGBT.
The survey documented above shows that CSI possesses a number of favorite features
for interfacing DGs, when compared with a VSI topology. Furthermore, development of
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Figure 2.6 Topology of a single-stage grid interface for PV based on a CSI using 3 RB-
IGBTs, 3 normal IGBTs, and 3 diodes [36].
RB-IGBT has resulted in a less lossy structure which used to be a major concern for opting
to use current source converter topology. Still, there are some disadvantages which make
CSI not considered so “favorite” by PV system manufacturers.
A CSI is a preferred topology to interface renewable energy source such as PV to the
AC power grid because it can provide smooth current in the DC-side which is suitable for
a PV source. It also steps up the voltage from DC-side to AC-side. However, CSI has
the problem that it cannot operate when the AC-voltage is low, i.e., during fault [37]. An
evaluation of performance of the CSI interfaced with PV source with reduced AC voltage is
carried out in [37]. Reference [37] has focused on low voltage fault ride through (LVFRT)
capability, which has the ability to remain transiently stable and connected to the power
grid without tripping during the grid fault disturbances in specified time, support the power
grid during the fault with reactive power, and be able to supply power to the system after
the fault clearance. However, reference [37] does not discuss how the CSI interfaced with
PV source behaves when the grid is disconnected, i.e., islanding behavior of the PV system
based on CSI. It also lacks a comparative study of behaviors of a CSI made of RB-IGBT
and a CSI made of conventional IGBT and diodes.
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The output current of a CSI has large harmonic contents when the DC-link reactor is
not large. On the other hand, a large DC-link reactor is not acceptable from design point of
view. Therefore, a new control strategy to reduce the harmonic contents of a single-phase
utility-interactive PWM CSI based PV system is proposed in [38]. The control proposed
in [39] is without feedback control and is able to eliminate low order harmonics completely.
However, the results presented are obtained for a very low-power PV system. No evidence
has been presented to prove that the proposed scheme will also work successfully for high-
power applications.
The CSI topology has an inherent stability problem caused by the resonance between
the AC-side filter capacitance and grid inductance. In [40], these oscillations are damped
actively by generating a damping current from the filter capacitor voltage. Reference [40]
proposes a closed-loop charge control algorithm in a synchronously-rotating reference frame
to suppress the natural frequency of oscillation produced by the filter. The CSI topology
adopted in [40] is based on line-commutated thyristors. A simple method to suppress the
resonance oscillations in a PWM current-source converter is discussed in [41]. The method
is based on pulse control and suppresses the resonance current caused by the CSI’s AC-
side low-pass filter. The advantage of this method is in that it does not need any extra
feedback loop to suppress the oscillations. However, the system employed in [41] has not
been integrated with any renewable energy source.
The performance of a single-phase, grid-connected current-source inverter is investi-
gated in [42]. In [42], a CSI is combined with a boost converter which acts as the wave-
shaper. However, neither the dynamic performance of the PV inverter in response to the
variations in solar insolation level nor the behavior of the PV system during fault condi-
tions is addressed in reference [42]. Reference [43] evaluates the performance of a 3-phase
transformer-less grid-connected PV system based on CSI with a new Maximum Power




Figure 2.7 Three-phase five-level topology for Current Source Inverter.
maximum power by adjusting the modulation factor. One major drawback of the control
method proposed in [43] is that it does not allow the PV inverter to operate in stand-
alone mode. In some scenarios, where intentional islanding is desired, stand-alone mode of
operation of a PV inverter is a requirement.
Discussions presented so far indicate that CSI topology proves to be a viable option
for a PV inverter in the future for its inherent boosting capability and smooth DC-input
current. In addition, with the evolution of RB-IGBT switches, use of series diodes and
the corresponding losses can be eliminated. However, producing a strong inverter solution
may not ensure successful operation of a PV system. Along with the inverter, other issues
such as harmonics in the current injected into the grid, high power rating of PV system,
low switching frequency, reduced sensor requirements need to be addressed. To address
such concerns, a multilevel structure for CSI-based PV system is proposed in this research
work. A literature survey on multilevel topologies is presented in the following Section.
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2.7 Multilevel Inverter Topologies
Multilevel inverters have drawn tremendous attention in recent years and have been stud-
ied for high-voltage and high-power applications. By increasing the number of levels in a
given topology, the output voltages in the case of VSI, and output currents in the case of
CSI, assume stair-case waveforms with increased number of steps. This results in closer-
to-sinusoidal AC quantity waveforms with reduced Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) at
reduced switching frequency. The operation of a multilevel inverter at a low switching
frequency results in lower switching losses and a higher power transfer capability. For their
advantageous features, multilevel inverters have been adopted in Distributed Generation
(DG) application area. The most commonly-used multilevel inverter structures are based
on Voltage-Source Inverter (VSI) topology. The thoroughly researched VSI-based multi-
level inverters can be categorized under Neutral Point Clamped (NPC), Flying Capacitor
(FC), Cascade full bridge and the recently-introduced Hybrid and Hexagram Inverters [44].
The research for multilevel VSI is rich as compared to multilevel CSI. To date, most of
the multilevel CSIs reported in the literature are based on a single-phase cell, basically
variations of the generalized multicell structure proposed in [45], shown in Figure 2.7. The
generalized structure proposed in [45] has been extended to a three-phase topology in [46].
The topology proposed in [46] is a three-phase 5-level CSI that uses only two intermediate
DC-link inductors and a single DC current source. A multi-modular structure based on
CSI for superconducting magnetic energy storage system is proposed in [47]. A modified
three-phase multicell CSI topology is proposed in [48] which is different from the topologies
proposed earlier in terms of the number of current levels. The number of current levels
produced by multicell CSI in [48] is 2n compared to 2n + 1 produced by others, where
n is the number of CSI modules employed. Some advanced structures for multilevel CSI
are discussed in [49] and [50]. The work presented in [45]- [50] mainly revolves around
modulation strategy and switching. Moreover, the analysis carried out in the aforemen-
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tioned literatures is based on the assumption that there is an ideal current source on the
DC side. In addition, an even distribution of DC-side current is demanded in the major-
ity of the CSI-based multilevel topologies introduced so far, asking for a robust DC-side
controller. Control techniques for a multi modular current source inverter are discussed
in [51,52,53,54]. Control algorithms for multilevel CSI structures are not fully investigated
as opposed to the case of VSI-based multilevel topologies.
2.8 A Summary of Research on 3-phase Grid-connected
PV System
Discussions on three-phase inverters presented in this chapter show that though CSI offers
numerous advantages, it is not a widely-used topology for interfacing renewable energy
sources as compared to VSI. CSI qualifies as a candidate for DG application for its smooth
DC-input current and inherent boosting capacity; however, the lossy DC-link inductor and
oscillations resulting from output filter overshadows its merits and VSI topology is opted
and frequently used in place of CSI. To make CSI as competitive as VSI, a fair amount of
research has been carried out in the field of current control, switching strategy, suppression
of harmonics, damping of oscillations, and efficient energy storage. However, a few research
work has been focused on modeling, design, analysis, and multilevel structure of CSI-based
PV systems. With numerous advantageous features of CSI, the research can be extended to
design a multi-module, multilevel converter system that will contribute towards injecting
clean sinusoidal current with lower switching loss and accommodating high power. With
the development of revolutionary switches and efficient energy storage system, it is very





Photovoltaic System based on
Current Source Inverter
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a mathematical modeling for the three-phase grid-connected Photo-
voltaic (PV) system based on Current Source Inverter (CSI). The chapter also discusses
designs of controllers for DC-side and AC-side currents. The DC-side current controller is
responsible for making the current on the DC side of the inverter track a reference value
that corresponds to the maximum power point at a particular insolation level. The AC-side
current controller works in coordination with the DC-side current controller and injects a
sinusoidal current into the grid that is in phase with the voltage at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC).

















































Figure 3.1 Single-line schematic diagram of a three-phase, single-stage, grid-connected PV
system based on CSI.
from stationary frame of reference to a rotating frame of reference. Rotating frame of ref-
erence reduces number of phasor quantities, thus simplifying the controller design task. A
detailed method for transforming the phasor quantities from stationary frame to rotating
frame is provided. Model of the CSI developed in this chapter is a detailed switched-model
simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC (Power System Computer Aided Design/Electro Magnetic
Transient Direct Current) simulation package. This chapter introduces a simple, yet reli-
able method to tune the parameters of the controller for independent control of active and
reactive components of the current on the AC-side.
3.2 Structure of the PV System
Figure 3.1 illustrates the single-line diagram of the three-phase, single-stage, grid-connected
PV system with a CSI as the power-conditioning unit. The PV array is a parallel combi-
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nation of np PV modules, while each PV module is a series combination of ns number of
PV cells. The DC-side inductor Ldc filters out ripples in the DC-side current and allows its
control. The AC-side of the inverter is interfaced with the primary side of the transformer
Tr through a capacitive filter composed of three Y-connected capacitors, Cf . Function of
the capacitive filter, Cf , is to absorb switching harmonics and produce clean sinusoidal
current at the grid interface. Breaker Bpv is an integral part of the PV system and is
provided to protect the PV system by isolating it when there is a fault on the secondary
side of the transformer, Tr. Primary side of the transformer is delta-connected whereas its
secondary side is star-connected, with a solidly grounded neutral point. Resistance and
inductance of the distribution line are represented by Rg and Lg, respectively. Ps and
Qs, respectively, represent active and reactive powers supplied by the PV system to the
distribution system. Breaker Br is part of the protection system installed by the utility.
The control structure proposed for the CSI-based PV system is composed of an outer
current control loop designed to control the DC-side current and an inner current control
loop responsible for controlling the current that is injected into the grid. A Maximum
Power Point Tracker (MPPT) based on Perturb & Observe (P&O) method is employed to
ensure that the PV array is operating at its maximum power [55].
3.2.1 Switching of CSI
Figure 3.2 presents the schematic diagram of a CSI. At any instant of time, one and only
one of the top switches, T+A , T
+
B , or T
+





C , are conducting [56] [57]. It is acceptable if two switches in the same leg conduct
at the same time. Table 3.1 displays switching arrangements for the CSI of Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the simulated tri-level terminal current, ita of the CSI. The capacitive
filter, Cf , suppresses the switching harmonic contents of the terminal current, resulting in





























Figure 3.3 Simulated switching behavior of the CSI (a) Terminal current of CSI (b) Filtered
AC-side current.
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3.3 Characteristics of PV Array
PV array is an integral part of the PV system. The i − v characteristic of the array is
described by equation (3.1) [58].












In (3.1), q is the unit charge, k the Boltzman’s constant, A the p-n junction ideality factor,
and Tc the cell temperature. Current irs is the cell reverse saturation current, which varies
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In (3.2), Tr is the cell reference temperature, irr the reverse saturation current at Tr, and
EG the band-gap energy of the cell. The photovoltaic current iph in (3.1) depends on the
insolation level and cell temperature according to equation (3.3):




In (3.3), iscr is the cell short-circuit current in Amperes at the reference temperature
and irradiation, Kϑ a temperature coefficient, S the insolation in kW/m
2 and SSTC the
insolation level at standard temperature condition (STC) which is equal to 1 kW/m2.
Power delivered by the PV array is calculated by multiplying both sides of (3.1) by vpv.












Substituting current iph from (3.3) in (3.4), power Ppv becomes















Based on (3.5), it is evident that the power delivered by the PV array is a function of
insolation level, S, at any given temperature. Since the inverter employed in the PV
system of this work is of current-source type. The power-versus-current characteristic of
the PV array has to be examined (rather than the power-versus-voltage characteristic).
Figure 3.4 illustrates the power-versus-current characteristic of the PV array based on the
parameters listed in the Appendix A for insolation levels of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 kW/m2. Figure
3.4 shows that Ppv can be maximized by control of current ipv, based on a Maximum Power
















Figure 3.4 P − I characteristic of a PV array for S = 0.1, 0.5 and 1 kW/m2.
3.4 Dynamics of CSI-based PV System
A mathematical model is essential for both system analysis and controller design. In this
section, the system of Figure 3.1 is modeled in both space-phasor and dq-frame forms.
3.4.1 Space-Phasor Representation of the CSI
The CSI of Figure 3.1 is a 6-pulse converter employing IGBT switches, operated under
Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) strategy [60]. The output current of the
CSI, ~it, is related to the DC-side current idc as follows:
~it = ~midc (3.6)
where ~it and ~m are the space phasors corresponding to the CSI terminal currents and the
PWM modulating signals. Similarly, the DC-side voltage, vdc, is related to the CSI AC-side
voltage space phasor as
vdc = ~mvs (3.7)
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Multiplying (3.8) and (3.10), and considering real parts of both sides one gets
Re














Equation (3.11) can be further simplified to
Re




(vsaisa + vsbisb + vscisc)−
1
2
(vsa + vsb + vsc) (isa + isb + isc)
]
(3.12)
For a balanced three-phase system currents, isa, isb, isc are related as:
isa + isb + isa = 0 (3.13)
Substituting (3.13) in (3.12) one gets
Re
{−→vs−→i∗s } = 23 (vsaisa + vsbisb + vscisc) (3.14)
For a three-phase systems the real power, Ps in time domain is expressed as [61]:
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Ps = (vsaisa + vsbisb + vscisc) (3.15)
Substituting expression for Ps from (3.15) in (3.14) one gets
Re
{−→vs−→i∗s } = 23Ps (3.16)






Assuming the switching losses of the inverter negligible, the DC-side power of the
inverter, Pdc, is equal to the power delivered on the AC-side. Therefore,





3.4.2 DQ-Frame Representation of the PV System
To simplify the analysis and controller design, the space-phasor variables of the system
model are projected on a synchronously rotating dq-frame, where the variables at steady-
state assume time-invariant values. The relationship between the space-phasor and dq-
frame variables is expressed by:
−→




f represents a space-phasor variable, fd and fq are the equivalent dq-frame compo-
nents and δ is the reference angle of the dq-frame. Another useful relationship is defined
































ejδ + jω (fd + jfq) e
jδ (3.20)










[(vsd + jvsq) ejδ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
~vs
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(vsdisd + vsqisq) (3.23)




= vpv − vdc (3.24)





= vpvipv − vdcidc (3.25)
The two terms on the right hand side of (3.25) represent the power delivered by the PV
array, Ppv, and the power received by the DC-side of the inverter, Pdc, respectively. Thus,






= Ppv − Pdc (≈ Ps) . (3.26)






















Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).
3.5 Controller for CSI-based PV System
The controller of a grid-connected CSI-based PV system is expected to control the DC-
and AC-side currents to ensure that: (i) a high-quality sinusoidal current is injected into
the grid, (ii) the real power injected into the grid is equal to the maximum power that can
be extracted from the PV panel under all conditions, and (iii) the reactive power at the
interface with the grid assumes the desired value. As illustrated by Figure 3.1, the Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) and control of the CSI need to be synchronized to the grid
voltage through a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) [62]. Figure 3.1 also shows that the errors
between the reference commands, isdref (obtained from MPPT through DC-side current
controller) and isqref , and the d-axis and q-axis components of the AC-side current are
processed by two PI controllers to generate the modulating signals, md and mq. Even
though the PI controller is simple in structure and easy to implement, proper tuning of its
parameters requires adequate insight. An intuitive method for tuning of the PI controller
parameters is proposed in this section.
3.5.1 Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL)
As discussed earlier, the AC variables of the system are projected on a dq-frame which is
rotating at angular speed ω. In steady state, the AC variables are sinusoidal functions of
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the grid frequency, ω0. If the dq-frame angular speed is adjusted to the grid frequency,
the transformed quantities become time-invariant in steady-state, simplifying the controller
design. This is achieved by means of a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) [62] whose block diagram
is given in Figure 3.5. As shown in Figure 3.5, the input to the PLL block is the sinusoidally-
varying voltage and the output is the angle for abc-to-dq and dq-to-abc transformations, δ.
The voltage ~vs is resolved into its d- and q-axis components based on (3.19). In Figure 3.5,
the voltage vsq is regulated to zero using a PI controller, H(s). Regulating q-axis component
of the voltage to zero makes the active and reactive powers, Ps and Qs, independent of the





Hence, Ps is proportional to, and can be controlled by, isd. Similarly, the dq-frame expres-










[(vsd + jvsq) ejδ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
~vs
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Equation (3.29) indicates that Qs can be controlled by isq.
3.5.2 Design of Inner Current Control Loop
Equations (3.28) and (3.29), respectively, show that active and reactive powers delivered

















































Figure 3.6 Block diagram of the CSI AC-side current control system.
block diagram of the CSI AC-side current controller. Controller structures kd(s) and kq(s)
in Figure 3.6 are expressed as:




where kp nd ki are the proportional and integral gains, respectively. Control signals md








where itdref and itqref are current references derived from the outputs of the compensators
kd(s) and kq(s), respectively. The d-axis component of the inverter output current, itd, is
related to the current isd as:
itd = icd + isd (3.32)
where icd is d-axis component of the filter capacitor current. It should be noted that with
a proper filter design, the fundamental-frequency component of the capacitor current will
be very small, i.e., icd is negligible as compared to isd. The same discussion can be made
for the q-axis components. Therefore, one can write
itd ≈ isd ≈ mdidc and itq ≈ isq ≈ mqidc (3.33)
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Under the assumption that icd =0, the following transfer function can be written for




















As the value of kp increases the pole of the transfer function T (s) in (3.34) approaches
the origin of s-plane, which is not desirable. Therefore, to imitate the transient behavior
of a first-order system, kp should be chosen to be small. ki, as the inverse of time-constant.
Thus, kp and ki can be written as:


















In the first order system represented by (3.36), τi determines the controller response
time. For fast response, the range of τi varies between 0.5 ms to 5 ms.
3.5.3 Design of Outer Current Control Loop
Equation (3.27), after substituting vsq = 0, represents a system with isd as the input, i
2
dc
the output and vsd the disturbance input. If time constant τi in the PI compensator of the
inner current control loop is properly selected, isd can be approximated to isdref . Therefore,











The DC-link current controller designed on the basis of (3.37) is illustrated in Figure
3.7. The fact that Ppv is product of vpv and ipv makes the system nonlinear. To mitigate
the impact of nonlinearity, isdref can be derived in the following way:











































Figure 3.7 Closed-loop control structure of the DC-side current.
where ui is a new control input, shown in Figure 3.7. Note that iff is a feed-forward
signal that can be enabled or disabled when the binary multiplier η assumes the value









Equation (3.39) indicates that if η = 1, the impact of the PV array nonlinearity on the
DC-side current control is eliminated, and the effective control unit becomes an integrator.
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Figure 3.8 PV system behaviors in response to a step-change in insolation level for CSI-
and VSI-based PV systems. (S =Insolation level; idc = DC-side current of CSI; vdc = DC-
side voltage of VSI; ita = Phase-a AC terminal current of CSI; vta = Phase-a AC terminal
voltage of VSI; isa CSI phase-a filtered current injected into the grid; vsa = VSI phase-a
filtered voltage at the grid interface; va = Phase-a voltage at the PCC; iga = Phase-a
current at the PCC). 41
3.6 Comparative performance evaluation of the CSI-
based PV system with the VSI-based PV system
The objective of this section is to evaluate the performance of the CSI-based PV system
in comparison with that of a VSI-based PV system. The results for VSI-based PV system
are produced by simulating the system presented in [63]. A schematic diagram of the
VSI-based PV system is provided in the Appendix B.
3.6.1 Case study 1: Change in Insolation Level
In this case study, the behaviors of the VSI- and CSI-based PV systems in response to
a change in insolation level are illustrated. Since VSI and CSI are dual topologies, the
characteristic of voltage in CSI is analogous to that of current in VSI, and vice versa.
Initially, the insolation level is set to 0.4 kW/m2. At t = 1 s, the insolation level is step-
changed to 0.6 kW/m2, as shown in Figure 3.8(a). With the change in insolation level, the
CSI DC-side current reference changes from 0.7 kA to 1 kA by the maximum power point
tracker. The new reference is tracked by the outer current control loop or the DC-side
current controller, as shown in Figure 3.8(b). Since the terminal current of the CSI, it, is
linearly related to the DC-side current, idc, it is also changed as shown in Figure 3.8(c).
The AC-side current reference is derived from the DC-side current control loop. Since there
is an increase in the DC-side current, the d-axis current reference, isdref , increases, and so
does the current isa, as shown in Figure 3.8(d). With the increase in isa, the current on
the secondary side of the transformer, iga, also increases. Presently, the utility mandates
that the current injected by the inverter, iga, be in-phase with the voltage at the PCC.
This is shown in Figure 3.8(e). Figures 3.8(g)-(j) show the performance of a VSI-based
PV system in response to the same step change in insolation level. One can observe in
Figure 3.8(g) a step change in the DC-side voltage level, vdc, of the VSI as a result of a
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change in insolation level, similar to that in DC-side current of CSI. The AC-side terminal
voltage of VSI, shown in Figure 3.8(h), is a two-level quantity whereas the AC-side terminal
current of CSI is a three-level quantity. Figure 3.8(i) illustrates the filtered output voltage
of the VSI. The unity power factor maintained by the VSI-based PV system at the PCC is
illustrated in Figure 3.8(j). From this case study, it can be inferred that the performance
of the CSI-based PV system is quite satisfactory and even superior to that of VSI-based
PV system due to three-level output current (as compared to two-level output voltage of
VSI), simpler AC-side filter design and direct control of injected current (as compared to
indirect output current control in VSI).
3.6.2 Case study 2: Fault Conditions
Fault on the grid-side of the inverter results in oscillations of current and voltage on the
DC-side of the inverter [64] [65] Oscillations in the DC-side current are not desirable as
the inverter requires a smooth input DC-current. In case of VSI-based PV system, the
controller regulates the DC-side voltage; therefore, there is no direct control on the DC-
side current. On the contrary, in CSI-based PV system, the DC-side current is regulated
and limited. As a result, the current on the AC-side of the inverter may not show a sharp
rise under fault. This case study is designed to present a comparative analysis of behaviors
during fault for CSI- and VSI-based PV systems. For this study, the insolation level is
maintained at 1 kW/m2. In real life, when the fault occurs on the grid-side, and the breaker
Br opens, the anti-islanding scheme must act to protect the inverter and personnel. Since
the objective of this case study is to show the impact of a change in the AC-side voltage
level on the performance of the PV system, the anti-islanding protection is disabled. Four
fault types, i.e., Single Line-to-Ground (SLG), Double Line-to-Ground (DLG), Line-to-Line
(LL), and Three-Phase-to-Ground (TPG) are studied.
At time t = 1.5 s, a SLG fault is applied on phase-a of secondary side of the transformer
43


















































































Figure 3.9 CSI-based PV system performance during SLG and DLG faults (vabc = three-
phase voltage on the secondary-side of Tr; idc = DC-side current of the CSI; ita = phase-a
terminal current of CSI; isa = phase-a current injected to the grid ).
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Tr. Due to the fault, the voltage va drops to zero, as shown in Figure 3.9(a). Application
of fault on the AC-side has resulted in oscillations in the DC-side current of the CSI, as
shown in Fig. 3.9(b). However, oscillations are damped as soon as the fault is cleared, and
the DC-side current controller tracks the reference current in less than 20 ms. Due to this
disturbance, the AC terminal current of the CSI, ita, undergoes over modulation, as shown
in Figure 3.9(c). The over modulation results in low order harmonics, and the current isa
injected into the grid is no longer sinusoidal, as shown in Figure 3.9(d). This case study
clearly shows the inherent over-current protection built in CSI that limits the currents on
both DC and AC sides. Similar responses are observed for DLG, LL, and TPG faults,
as illustrated in Figures 3.9(e)-(h), 3.10(a)-(d), and 3.10(e)-(h), respectively. In all types
of faults, the magnitude of the sinusoidal current injected into the grid is limited. The
reason for penetration of low-order harmonics in the grid during the fault in the presence
of filter Cf is that capacitor is designed to filter out the switching harmonics, not low-order
harmonics. Harmonic spectrums of the terminal current, ita, and the current injected into
the grid, isa, before and during a SLG fault are shown in Fig. 3.11. Figures 3.11(a) and
(b), respectively, illustrate the harmonic spectrums of ita and isa before the fault. It is clear
that before the fault there are no major low-order harmonics and the switching harmonics
are filtered out in the current isa. Figure 3.11(c) illustrates the harmonic spectrum of the
current ita during the fault, and the presence of low-order harmonics in this current. The
harmonic spectrum of the current isa during the fault given by Figure 3.11(d) shows that
the capacitor has not been able to filter out the low-order harmonics.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the performances of CSI- and VSI-based PV systems during a
SLG fault. As mentioned earlier, in VSI-based PV system, the controller on the DC-side
is employed to control the DC-side voltage (with AC-side currents limited during faults
by limiters implemented in the control system), whereas in CSI-based PV system, the
controller’s task is to control the DC-side current. One can observe from Figure 3.12(a)
that the range of variation in the DC-side current of CSI during fault is tightly limited due
45


















































































Figure 3.10 CSI-based PV system performance during LL and TPG faults (vabc = three-
phase voltage on the secondary-side of Tr; idc = DC-side current of the CSI; ita = phase-a












































Figure 3.11 Harmonic spectrum of CSI’s AC terminal and filtered currents before and
during fault.







































Figure 3.12 CSI- and VSI-based PV systems’ performances during a SLG fault.
to the regulatory role of the DC-side current controller. On the contrary, Figure 3.12(c)









































Figure 3.13 Islanding behavior of the CSI-based PV system, (a) Frequency at the PCC;
(b) Current of the PV panel; (c) Terminal current of the CSI ; (d) Current injected into
the grid; (e) voltage at the PCC.
3.12(b) shows that the amplitude of CSI’s AC-side current is limited during fault, whereas
the AC-side current of VSI shows a sharp rise in the presence of a current limiter, as
illustrated by Figure 3.12(d).
3.6.3 Case study 3: Islanding Behavior of CSI-based PV System
In this part, the operation of the passive OVP/UVP (88 %-112 % and OFP/UFP (59.3
Hz-60.5 Hz) anti-islanding scheme is tested with the CSI-based PV system illustrated
in Figure 3.1. At time t = 2.6 s, the breaker on the grid-side, Br, opens. As a result,
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the frequency at the PCC drops below the limit set for OFP/UFP anti-islanding scheme,
as shown in Figure 3.13(a), which triggers the anti-islanding logic. The anti-islanding
algorithm sends the opening signal to the breaker Bpv. As soon as the breaker Bpv opens,
the inverter unit is instructed to withdraw its operation, which results in the PV panel
current, ipv, falling to zero, as shown by Figure 3.13(b); this, in turn, forces the current
at the terminal of the inverter unit, i.e., ita, to fall to zero. A successful anti-islanding
operation is confirmed by observing the current and voltage cut-off in Figures ??(d) and
(e).
3.7 Summary
This chapter presented a dynamic model and a control structure for a single-stage, three-
phase grid-connected PV system based on current-source inverter. The control structure
consists of two current control loops. A Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) provides
the reference for the outer DC-side current control loop. The inner current control loop is
designed to control the current that is injected into the grid. Using two case studies, i.e., a
step change in insolation level and a grid-side fault, a comparative performance evaluation
of CSI- and VSI-based PV systems was performed. The fault studies included single-phase-
to-ground, two-phase-to-ground, line-to-line, and three-phase-to-ground faults. Through
simulation studies, it was shown that the CSI-based PV system, with the designed con-
troller, was able to fulfill all the requirements of a PV system grid interface beside limiting




A multilevel inverter based on




Multilevel CSI is not a new concept. This has been highly investigated in prior research
work. However, the majority of prior work focusses on modeling and controller design
aspects. Along with the structure and modeling, analysis on operational characteristics is
also required. One aspect of operational evaluation is investigation of performance of mul-
tilevel inverter when the DC inputs are not equal. This concern has been well addressed
for multilevel VSI and solutions have been proposed to avoid unwanted harmonics gener-
ated due to dissimilar inputs. However, for multilevel CSI, this has not been reported so
far. Issues related to operation under unequal conditions on the DC side and measures to
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address them are discussed in this chapter. Along with modeling, operation of a multilevel
inverter based on CSI under different weather condition is presented in this chapter. The
multilevel inverter developed in this work consists of n units of CSIs and is capable of
producing 2n + 1 levels in the output current. Structure and modeling of an individual
CSI unit was thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter develops a combined control
scheme in stationary frame of reference for controlling the AC-side currents resulting from
filtering the multilevel current. The control strategy in combination with the Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) unit enables the multilevel structure to accommodate and
successfully operate PV units exposed to equal and unequal insolation levels. It is ob-
served that when PV arrays are exposed to unequal insolation level, low order unwanted
harmonics are generated in the sinusoidal current that is injected into the grid. These low
order harmonics can have some adverse impact on the loads connected on the AC-side of
the inverter. Therefore, the task is to minimize these harmonics and inject a current with
low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) into the grid. Minimization of these harmonics
is performed by implementing a modified control strategy in stationary reference frame
that corresponds to the harmonic component that needs to be minimized. The modified
control strategy operates in coordination with the existing DC-side and AC-side current
controllers, and MPPTs. Therefore, real-time suppression of current harmonics can be
ensured.
4.2 Structure of the Proposed Three-phase
Grid-connected PV system Based on CSI Devel-
oped in This Work
Figure 4.1 illustrates the single-line schematic diagram of the proposed three-phase, CSI-
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Figure 4.1 Single-line diagram of the proposed three-phase multilevel grid-connected PV
system based on CSI.
PV systems. Each PV system has its own power conditioning unit, PV array, Maximum
Power Point Tracker (MPPT), and DC-link current controller. On the AC-side, the invert-
ers are connected in parallel, which results in multilevel current, it, at the output terminals
of the multilevel unit. The multilevel current is filtered by a capacitive filter, Cf . Other
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constructional features such as: breakers Bpv, Br, Transformer Tr, and grid parameters
were covered in Chapter 3. Dynamics describing the behavior of multilevel inverter are
presented in Appendix C
4.3 Controller for Multilevel Inverter Based on CSI
Figure 4.2 presents the closed loop control structure for multilevel CSI presented in Fig-
ure 4.1. Current reference corresponding to d-axis of current, isd, for the AC-side current
controller is derived by summing the references produced by individual DC-side current
controllers, as represented by equations (4.1) and (4.2). This summation results in reduc-
tion in number of controllers, sensors and capacitive filters. References for DC-side current
controllers are derived from MPPTs corresponding to the unit. Controllers for DC-side













4.4 Operation of PV Modules at Maximum Power un-
der Unequal Insolation Level Conditions
One can observe from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 that the same modulating signals, ma, mb,










































































Figure 4.2 Closed loop control structure of the multilevel CSI-based PV System.
in the CSI-based multilevel structure. The objective is to make each PV module operate
at its own maximum power point despite the fact that all inverter units are operated by
the same modulating signals. The use of the combined controller is preferred to using
separate controllers for individual modules since the later adds to the system complexity
due to the need for tuning of a number of controllers as well as the possibility of inter-
controller interference. In the following, maximum power point operation of the individual
PV modules integrated via multilevel CSI inverter structure, under unequal insolation level
conditions, is verified.
If a dedicated controller was used to control the ac-side current of each inverter unit
based on the reference produced by the maximum power point tracking controller of the

























vsdisdrefn = Pdcn,MPP ≈ PPV n,MPP (4.3)













PPVm,MPP = PPV,MPP (4.4)
The combined controller ensures that








PPVm,MPP = PPV,MPP (4.6)
Since the total active power on the ac-side of the multilevel inverter is equal to the sum
of the maximum powers that can be obtained from the individual PV modules, each PV
module is forced to operate at its corresponding maximum power point. The proof is as
follows:
One can write:
0 ≤ PPV 1 ≤ PPV 1,MPP
0 ≤ PPV 2 ≤ PPV 2,MPP
...











PPV 1 = PPV 1,MPP
PPV 2 = PPV 2,MPP
...
PPV n = PPV n,MPP
Since, otherwise, if








In this part, a simulation study is used to support the above analytical results. Table
4.1 illustrates operation of PV modules at the MPP in different scenarios. For this study,
three units for multilevel structure are considered. Therefore, there are three study sce-
narios corresponding to three insolation level conditions. To verify that PV modules in the
multilevel structure, under proposed combined control scheme, are operating at the MPP
when exposed to unequal insolation levels, data from a CSI-based PV system interfaced
to a single PV array is presented in Table 4.1. One can observe from the table that, at a
particular insolation level, powers generated by individual modules are very close to each
other whether the module is operated as a single unit or a part of the multilevel struc-
ture. Furthermore, powers generated by individual modules in the multilevel structure
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Table 4.1: Power generated by PV modules in multilevel CSI-based structure at different
insolation levels
Power (MW ) generated
by single unit PV system
represented by Figure 3.1
Power (MW ) generated
by modules in multilevel
structure represented by
Figure 4.1




Power (MW ) generated
by modules in multilevel
structure represented by
Figure 4.1






















































correspond to the maximum power points whether modules are operating under equal or
unequal insolation level. For single-unit CSI-based PV system, the system represented by
Figure 3.1 is used and for multilevel structure, the system represented by Figure 4.1 is
employed. System parameters used for this study are presented in Appendix A.
4.5 Performance Evaluation of Multilevel Inverter
The multilevel structure presented in this chapter is capable of accommodating PV units
operating under both equal and unequal insolation level conditions. Therefore, simulation
studies under the aforementioned conditions are presented. Before investigating the AC-
side characteristics of the system shown in Figure 4.1, the DC-side quantities are examined.
Figure 4.3 presents the DC-side characteristics of a single PV system in the multilevel
structure. In response to a step change in insolation level shown in Figure 4.3(a), the
current delivered by the PV system, ipv, changes as shown in Figure 4.3(b) to realize the
new maximum power, while the PV module voltage, vpv remains at a level around 0.6
kV , as shown in Figure 4.3(c). The voltage on the DC-side of the CSI is shown in Figure
4.3(d). The DC-link current controller makes the DC-side current, idc, assume the value
corresponding to the new maximum power point, as shown in Figure 4.3(e).
4.5.1 Operation Under Equal Insolation Levels
The multilevel structure presented in Figure 4.1 produces AC currents of 2n + 1 levels
at the AC terminals for n CSI modules. To illustrate the number of levels in relation to
the number of inverter modules, the multilevel structures with even and odd number of
inverters are simulated. Figure 4.4 presents the response of the 2-inverter PV system to
a step change in the insolation level. The simulation is carried out in PSCAD/EMTDC














































Figure 4.3 DC-side characteristics of the PV system. (a) Insolation level; (b) PV module
current; (c) PV module voltage; (d) DC-side voltage of the CSI; and (e) DC-side current
of the CSI.
as shown in Figure 4.4(a). Due to the change in insolation level, current references from
MPPTs increase, which in turn, increases the multilevel CSI terminal current as illustrated
in Figure 4.4(b). Since the number of inverters is 2, the current shown in Figure 4.4(b) has
5 levels. With the change in reference values from MPPTs, the DC-link current controllers
cause an increase in the current injected into the grid, as shown in Figure 4.4(c). Currents
isdq represents the d-axis and q-axis components of the current isabc, i.e., the three-phase
sinusoidal current injected into the grid. In order to maintain unity power factor at the
Point of Common Coupling (PCC), the q-axis component of the current isq is regulated





















































Figure 4.4 Response of the 2-inverter PV system to a step change in insolation level.
(a)Insolation level; (b)Multilevel current at the terminal of the multilevel inverter; (c) d-
and q- axis currents injected into the grid; (d) Voltage and current at PCC.
that a clean sinusoidal current results from the multilevel CSI-based PV system and unity
power factor is maintained at the PCC. In figure 4.5, a 3-inverter PV system is simulated
for an insolation level of 0.1 kW/m2, which results in a 7-level stepped current at the
terminal of the multilevel inverter, as shown in Figure 4.5(b).
4.5.2 Operation Under Unequal Insolation Levels
Figure 4.6 illustrates the simulation results for a 2-inverter PV system, where PV arrays are
operating under unequal insolation levels. Inverter 1 is under insolation level S1, whereas




















































Figure 4.5 Response of the 3-inverter PV system to an insolation level of 0.1 kW/m2. (a)
Insolation level; (b) Multilevel current at the terminal of the multilevel inverter; (c) d- and
q- axis currents injected into the grid; (d) Voltage and current at PCC.
to 0.8 kW/m2 at time t = 1 s. At the same instant, insolation level S2 is step-changed from
0.2 kW/m2 to 0.5 kW/m2, as shown in Figure 4.6(a). Due to unequal insolation levels,
a non-uniform stepped current waveform is generated at the multilevel inverter terminals,
as shown in Figure 4.6(b). The non-uniformity leads to harmonic distortion of the current
injected into the grid. To compare the results of operation of multilevel structure under
unequal insolation levels to those under equal insolation levels, the harmonic spectrum of
simulation results shown in Figure 4.6 are produced in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7(a) presents
the case where the PV systems are operating under equal insolation levels. Operation of
the PV systems under unequal insolation levels is illustrated in Figure 4.7(b). The current



























































Figure 4.6 Response of the 2-inverter PV system, operating under unequal insolation levels,
to step changes in insolation level. (a) Insolation levels; (b) Multilevel current at the
terminal of the multilevel inverter; (c) d- and q- axis currents injected into the grid; (d)
Voltage and current at PCC.
current injected into the grid. One can observe from Figure 4.7 that the operation of
the PV system at a switching frequency of 300 Hz results in a sinusoidal waveform with
a Total harmonic Distortion (THD) of 4.9% for the case where the PV units are under
equal insolation levels, as shown in Figure 4.7(a). On the contrary, low-order harmonics
are generated in the sinusoidal current, isa, in the case where the PV units are exposed
to different insolation levels, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). Low-order harmonics result in a
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Figure 4.7 Harmonic spectrum of the current injected into the grid by multilevel CSI-based
grid-connected PV system operating under (a) equal insolation levels; S1=S2=0.4 kW/m
2
(b) unequal insolation levels; S1 = 0.5 kW/m
2, S2 = 0.8 kW/m
2.
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) higher than what is permitted by the IEEE standard
519-1992 [67]. To reduce harmonics in the current that is injected into the grid, the
harmonics for multilevel inverter have been investigated in prior research work. A survey
on different techniques is presented in the subsequent section. In the later part of Section
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4.6, a modified control strategy including harmonic elimination is proposed for the system
presented in Figure 4.8 in stationary reference frame.
4.6 Modified Control Strategy to Eliminate Low-order
Harmonics when Modules are Under Unequal In-
solation Levels
The key criterion in successful implementation of a multilevel inverter is maintaining the
Total harmonic Distortion (THD) of the output waveforms within the acceptable limits.
Selective Harmonic Elimination (SHE) pulse width modulation has been extensively stud-
ied in order to achieve low THD for a multilevel inverter operating under unequal DC-side
conditions [68]. Even though SHE is capable of eliminating unwanted harmonics effectively,
the main challenge associated with SHE-PWM technique is to obtain an analytical solution
for the system of nonlinear equations that contain trigonometric terms; one difficulty is
that these types of equations provide multiple sets of solution. The above issues have been
reported in the literature. Several algorithms have been proposed concerning the methods
of solving the resultant nonlinear transcendental equations, which describe the SHE-PWM
problem [69,70,71,72,73,74,75]. Moreover, the inclusion of variable DC-side sources, such
as PV panels, adds to the degree of complexity of the problem. This has led to development
of different modulation techniques. Reference [75] proposes a new triangular carrier-based
phase-shifted suboptimal PWM (PS-SUB-PWM) for cascaded multilevel inverter. In this
modulation technique, the modulation waveform is modified by adding the unwanted low-
order harmonics such as 3rd, 6th, or 9th harmonics. However, the method proposed is not
verified for multilevel inverters employing PV panels as the input source. A real-time selec-
tive harmonic minimization technique for a multilevel inverter connected with PV panels
is proposed in [76]. In the method proposed in [76], the conventional approach is replaced
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by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which if well-trained, can produce accurate so-
lutions. Moreover, the method in [76] is verified for unequal DC-inputs. However, the
solution obtained in [76] cannot eliminate the harmonics completely; it can reduce them
only, and in some cases, the harmonics are not reduced enough to fall within the acceptable
limits. Therefore, for successful operation of multilevel inverter, it is important to ensure
that the unwanted harmonics are eliminated completely, or reduced to the extent that the
standards are complied with. To reduce the complications of SHE, reference [77] proposes
a modulation technique based on harmonic elimination. In the method proposed in [77],
the triangular carrier is modified, unlike the modulating waveform in [75], to eliminate
harmonics. However, the method proposed in [77] is verified only for uniform DC-side
sources for multilevel inverter. Besides effective modulation techniques, other approaches
such as design of an efficient filter have also been adopted to eliminate harmonics in mul-
tilevel inverters. Reference [78] discusses a modified R − L − C filter design to eliminate
harmonics, but for particular switching harmonics. In some cases, the usual star-connected
capacitive filter can be replaced by a delta-connected filter capacitor to reduce the cut-off
frequency; this leads to more effective elimination of low-order harmonics. This option is
limited by the operating switching frequency. Therefore, to overcome the widely-discussed
issue of eliminating low-order harmonics for a multilevel inverter operating under unequal
DC-side conditions, a modified current control strategy is presented in this section. In
the modified control strategy, the harmonic components are extracted and regulated to a
desired value in dq-control frame. The control strategy adopted in this work ensures that
the target harmonic component is attenuated to the desired level or completely eliminated.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the proposed control strategy to eliminate low-order harmonics.
The proposed approach is implemented to eliminate the 3rd harmonic in the AC-side cur-
rent that is generated due to unequal insolation levels received by the PV arrays. The
harmonic currents are extracted and transformed into their corresponding dq-frame using











































































Figure 4.8 Modified control structure to eliminate harmonics.
harmonic current are processed by the controller to generate the corresponding modulating
signals. Therefore, the new modulating signal becomes.
mabcµ = mabch +mabc (4.12)
where maabcµ represents the newly-generated modulating signals, containing the old
control signals mabc and the control signal for harmonic elimination maabch. With the
implementation of the proposed control structure, the harmonic results for two the cases
are presented in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Harmonic spectrum of the current injected into the grid by multilevel CSI-based
grid-connected PV system operating under (a) without harmonic elimination THD=22.8
% (b) with harmonic elimination, THD=5.008 %.
4.7 Summary
This chapter presented the structure of the power circuit and control system for a CSI-
based multilevel inverter system for three-phase, grid-connected PV applications. The
proposed structure differs from those proposed earlier by other researchers in terms of
the control structure and use of independent DC current sources. Each inverter unit has
an independent DC-side current controller governed by the corresponding MPP tracker.
Independent operation of PV inverter modules allows for accommodation of PV arrays
under different insolation levels that can be located in different locations in a PV field.
The DC-link current controller employs a feed-forward control strategy to remove the
nonlinearity caused by PV array model. Each DC-link current controller contributes to
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Table 4.2: Comparison of Switching Frequency and Filter Size of Single-unit and Multilevel
CSI
Parameters Single unit Multilevel(n = 3)
Filter Capacitor, Cf (µF) 300 300
Switching Frequency, fs (Hz) > 3000 300
the generation of the reference signal for the AC-side current controller. In this chapter,
simulation results for PV systems operating under both equal and unequal insolation levels
were presented. On the AC-side of the inverter, a combined current control in dq-frame
is implemented. The current controller ensures that the PV system is operating at unity
power factor, which is shown by simulation results. Moreover, high quality waveforms
are generated at a low switching frequency and with inexpensive capacitive filter common
to all modules, when the PV arrays are exposed to equal irradiation level. Table 4.2
summarizes the relative sizes of capacitive filters and switching frequencies for multilevel
structure and single-unit CSI. Though operation of multilevel structure is satisfactory
under equal insolation level, the quality of current waveform deteriorates when the PV
arrays are working under unequal irradiation levels. To eliminate the low order harmonics
due to unequal insolation levels, a harmonic compensation control strategy is proposed
in this work. With the operation of the harmonic compensation control strategy, the PV
system is able to inject clean current into the grid. In addition, the proposed structure
avoids use of individual current sensors at the AC outputs of all modules. To verify the
viability of the multilevel inverter unit during fault on the grid-side, anti-islanding behavior
is examined in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Anti-Islanding behavior of a
multilevel Inverter
5.1 Introduction
For safe operation of Distributed Generation (DG) systems, islanding protection is man-
dated by the IEEE standards. To ensure that the DG avoids islanding during a fault
on the grid-side, various anti-islanding algorithms have been investigated for single-unit
grid connected inverter systems in the past. However, research is not rich when it comes
to investigation of performance of anti-islanding algorithms for a multi-unit inverter sys-
tem. This chapter studies the anti-islanding behavior of the system developed in Chapter
4 for different operating conditions. The anti-islanding scheme adopted for this work is
the very commonly and widely used OVP/UVP (Over Voltage Protection/Under Volt-
age Protection) and OFP/UFP (Over frequency Protection/Under Frequency Protection)
anti-islanding scheme.
This chapter is organized as follows. A literature survey on anti-islanding behavior
of inverters is presented in section 5.2. Anti-islanding testing conditions and behavior of
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multilevel inverter are discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Under the testing
conditions described, simulation results for anti-islanding behavior of multilevel inverter
are obtained and presented in Section 5.5. Finally a summary is presented in Section 5.6.
5.2 Anti-Islanding Studies
Islanding protection is a vital function for grid-connected inverters in DG application.
Islanding occurs when a part of distribution system is electrically isolated from the utility
grid, but still continues to be energized by the DG. Such operation is not considered safe,
as it may affect the loads and generators connected to the islanded system, as well as the
service personnel who are not aware of the fact that line is activated by a DG source, even
though the line breaker is open. Therefore, IEEE standard 1547 recommends a maximum
delay of 2-5 seconds for detection of an island [79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86].
Anti-islanding methods can be categorized as passive and active. Passive methods mon-
itor the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). The islanding is avoided by the
DG if the voltage magnitude and/or frequency and/or impedance and/or harmonic distor-
tion level at the PCC are beyond the specified range [87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95]. These
methods usually don’t have any negative impact on the power quality; however, they have a
large Non Detection Zone (NDZ). NDZ is the area in active-reactive power mismatch plane,
where islanding of the DG can’t be detected. Therefore, a large NDZ is not a desirable
feature. On the other hand, active methods deliberately introduce a change or distur-
bance and monitor the corresponding response. Even though active methods have a very
small NDZ, they are expensive to implement and the disturbance they cause for islanding
detection has an adverse impact on the power quality. Speed and accuracy of islanding de-
tection is very much dependent on the anti-islanding schemes adopted for a particular DG;
however, they are not the only factors to be considered. Recent studies show that control
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strategy of the inverter unit, rating of the load, inverter rating, and inverter architecture
(single-unit or multi-unit) are other factors that can contribute towards changing the size
of NDZ and islanding detection time. Previous work has shown that inverter units in
multi-inverter systems, connected at the same Point of Common Coupling (PCC), behave
differently if they are built by different manufacturers with different islanding detection
schemes [90]. In addition, if the size of the impedances between the inverters is significant,
an increase in the Run-On Time (ROT: time between loss of utility and disconnection of
inverter) is observed. However, if the interconnecting impedances are very small and the
inverter units are identical in a multi-unit inverter system, a decrease in ROT is observed.
Reference [90] analyzes the ROT for an anti-islanding method based on Classical Linear
Instability Method (CLIM). Islanding detection studies have become an interesting subject
among researchers due to increase in the number of renewable energy-based grid-connected
systems. As the penetration of PV and other renewable energy systems in distribution cir-
cuits continues to grow, concerns from the utility community is also on the rise. The
concern is primarily focused on high number of inverters connected to the utility at the
PCC. In view of this, [91] investigates the high penetration of single-phase residential PV
inverters connected to a distribution transformer. Islanding behavior of parallel inverters
is investigated in [96], where the author discusses load-sharing control strategy and active
droop positioning for islanded parallel inverters in an AC distribution system. To enrich
the research in the field of islanding behavior of multi-inverter system, [97] discusses an
effective anti-islanding algorithm with very small NDZ for a three-phase scenario. The
anti-islanding scheme proposed in [97] is based on negative sequence disturbance, which
results in faster islanding detection for a multi-inverter system.
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5.3 Anti-islanding Testing Condition
Standards like UL 1741, IEEE 929 and IEEE 1547 [94] recommend the worst conditions
for anti-islanding testing of distributed generations. The condition where the active power
delivered by a distributed generation system operating at unity power factor matches
the power absorbed by the parallel RLC load, is considered the worst case for islanding
detection [98]- [99]. Therefore, the standard testing condition is:
 The power generated by DG should match the RLC load power.
 Resonant frequency of the RLC load is equal to the grid line frequency.
 The quality factor Qf of the RLC load is set to 2.5. The quality factor is defined as














where R is the effective load resistance in ohms, C the effective load capacitance in
Farad, L the effective load inductance in Henry, Qf the quality factor, ωn the grid frequency
in rad/sec, vg the grid-voltage, and Ps the delivered PV power.
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ωn ×Qf × n× Ps
(5.5)
C =
Qf × n× Ps
ωn
(5.6)
5.4 Anti-islanding Behavior of a Multilevel Inverter
Figure 5.1 represents the multilevel CSI adopted for the purpose of studying anti-islanding
behavior. CSI structure and control algorithms have been discussed thoroughly in Chapters
3 and 4. For safety purpose all grid-connected inverters are required to have over/under
voltage and over/under frequency protection systems. When the active and reactive powers
absorbed by the load are equal to the generated power by the DG, there is no active/reactive
power difference between the DG and the load. Active power and reactive powers of the
load in Figure 5.1 are given by:
Pload = Ps + ∆P (5.7)


















Figure 5.1 Multilevel CSI-based PV system
The behavior of the system after the disconnection from the grid depends on ∆P and
∆Q. If the RLC is chosen such that the resonance frequency of the load is same as the
grid frequency, the linear load doesn’t absorb any reactive power. Active power is directly
proportional to the voltage, vs in this case. After disconnection, to match the power
demand by the load, the voltage vs changes to a new value, v
′
s. Relationship between these
two parameters is derived below.








After the connection from the grid is lost, voltage vs changes to v
′






From (5.9) and (5.10), voltages vs and v
′

















For a multilevel inverter there are n units, and the load rating is increased by n times.


















From Equations (5.11) and (5.12), one can observe that a multilevel inverter composed
of n units operating at the same power level results in the same deviation in the voltage
as a single inverter. For the same load, if the units of multi-unit inverter are operating at
different power levels, the ratio of the voltages, after the grid is disconnected, v
′
s, to the














































By comparing (5.11) and (5.14), one can observe that voltage deviation for the case
where the unit are operating at different power levels is more than the case where the units
are operating at equal power level. Therefore, one can write,
∆vs(unequal unit)>∆vs(equal unit) (5.15)
When the change in voltage is larger, islanding detection algorithm can work more
efficiently and detection can be faster. Such a scenario can be created for the multilevel
inverter presented by Figure 4.5 in Chapter 4, where the PV systems are exposed to equal
and unequal irradiation level which results in similar and dissimilar power levels for the
units in the multilevel structure.
5.5 Simulation results for anti-islanding Behavior of
Multilevel Inverter
For the purpose of testing the passive anti-islanding method, the system illustrated in
Figure 5.1 is simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC environment. Figure 5.2 shows the islanding
behavior of the multi-inverter system based on CSI for PV application. For this case
study, two inverter units are considered. The islanding algorithm is implemented in the
first inverter. As soon as the breaker Bpv is commanded to open when there is any anomaly



































Figure 5.2 Voltage deviations at the load terminals after the grid is disconnected for a
2-module multilevel CSI with modules operating at (a) equal power levels and (b) unequal
power levels.
stop their operation. For successful operation of OVP/UVP islanding detection scheme,
the voltage at the load terminal, i.e. vs, should deviate enough from the nominal value
(vs > 112%) for anti-islanding algorithm to operate. To illustrate the impact of weather
condition on the detection of islanding as soon as the grid breaker opens, the multilevel
system is simulated for two cases. In Figure 5.2(a), two inverter units are exposed to equal
irradiation level of 0.2 kW/m2 and in Figure 5.2(b), inverter 1 is operating at an insolation
level of 0.2 kW/m2 whereas inverter 2 is at 0.5 kW/m2. From Figure 5.2(b), it is clearly
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seen that the multilevel inverter system with PV units operating under unequal insolation
levels produces sufficient voltage deviation to trigger the anti-islanding algorithm as soon
as the breaker Br opens, whereas for PV units exposed to equal irradiation levels, the
voltage deviation is not sufficient to be detected, as illustrated by Figure 5.2(a). For the
purpose of clarity, in place of sinusoidal voltage the d-axis of voltage vs, i.e., vsd is shown
in Figure 5.2. This implies that in the case where the units in a multi inverter system are
operating at different power levels, non-detection zone (NDZ) is smaller than when the
units are operating under equal power conditions.
5.6 Summary
Passive anti-islanding scheme, composed of OVP/UVP and OFP/UFP protection systems,
was tested with a grid-connected CSI-based multi-inverter system. It was shown through
analysis and simulation that when the inverter units are operating at equal power levels
in the multilevel inverter system, the resulting voltage deviation at the load terminals
upon grid disconnection is the same as that for the single-unit system. However, when the
inverter units are operating at different power levels, the voltage deviation is larger and
islanding detection is faster and the non-detection zone is smaller. Having unequal power
levels for the units in a multi inverter PV system is a very common case.
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Chapter 6
Eigenvalue analysis of a three-phase
grid-connected CSI-based PV system
6.1 Introduction
Simulation results of a three-phase CSI-based grid-connected PV system under different
operating conditions were presented and discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discussed the
operation of a CSI multilevel structure in different scenarios. The studies carried out in
the previous chapters were mainly simulation-based. Simulation studies provide an idea
about dynamic behavior of the system. To learn about the sensitivity of different state
variables to different system parameters, a systematic approach is necessary. One such
systematic approach is Eigenvalue analysis [100]. For determining eigenmodes, a small
signal linear model of the system under study is derived in this Chapter. The small signal
model developed in this chapter takes into account the insolation level, grid parameters,
and both DC- and AC-side control parameters, as the parameters with respect to which
sensitivity of state variables are studied.
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6.2 Small Signal Linear Model
The model of the PV system developed in Chapter 3 is nonlinear. While nonlinear models
are suitable for simulation studies, it cannot be readily understood from nonlinear equations
how each dynamic mode is influenced by different parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to
linearize the nonlinearity about a steady-state operating point, to obtain a linear model.
The derived linear model will be valid only for small perturbations of the system around
the operating point.
The small signal linear model of the system under study can be found by perturbing
the state variables around an operating point as expressed by equation (6.1).
x̄ = X + x̃ (6.1)
In 6.1, X and x̃ denote the state variable value at an operating point and the corre-
sponding small perturbation, respectively.
6.2.1 Linearization
The system employed for deriving the linear model is presented in Figure 6.1. Dynamics
of the PV system can be categorized as DC-side and AC-side. Linearization of DC-side of
the PV system is performed first, followed by that of the AC-side.
Linearization of the DC-side
The rate of change of the energy stored in the DC-link inductor Ldc with respect to time

















































Figure 6.1 Single-line schematic diagram of a three-phase, single-stage, grid-connected PV











(vsdisd + vsqisd)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ps
(6.2)
In (6.2), Rdc is resistance of the inductance Ldc. If a small perturbation around steady-





























In (6.3), the currents and voltages with a subscript including 0 are steady-state values.
After mathematical manipulations, (6.3) can be broken into two equations, one for the
system at steady-state and the other one for the perturbed system. Neglecting the terms
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With a small perturbation, (6.5) becomes,
ipv0 + ĩpv = Cdc







Again, (6.6) can be broken into steady-state and the perturbed system equations. Con-














Current is dependent on insolation level, number of cells in PV array and voltage, as
expressed by (6.9).
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Substituting µ0, µ1, andµ2 in (6.9) one gets
ipv = µ0S − µ1 (exp (µ2vpv − 1)) (6.10)
Considering a small perturbation around the steady state on both sides of (6.10) one
obtains




− µ1 (exp (µ2 (vpv0 + ṽpv)− 1)) (6.11)
Considering the equation for the perturbed system only, the following relation results.
ĩpv = µ0S̃ − µ1µ2ṽpv exp (µ2vpv0)
= µ0S̃ − µ3ṽpv (6.12)
where µ3 = µ1µ2exp(µ2vpv0)















































Linearization of the AC-side








= itq − ωCfvsd − isq (6.16)
Currents itd and itq are functions of modulation indices, as expressed by the following
equation
itd + jitq = mdidc + jmqidc (6.17)












[mqidc − ωCfvsd − isq] (6.19)
Applying small perturbations on both sides of (6.18) and (6.19) and considering the


























The controller for the AC-side current, isd , is designed based on the following equations.


















+ τikiisd = mdidc (6.24)
Applying small perturbations on both sides of (6.24) and considering the equation for




+ τikiĩsd = md0ĩdc + idc0m̃d (6.25)






































respectively. Therefore, the next task is to find expressions for these terms. Equation



























As mentioned in Chapter 3, in order to maintain unity power factor at the PCC, the






However, current isdref is a combination of the feed-forward term and the controller












The expression for the perturbed system after considering small perturbations on both











































































From (6.37) and (6.38), the following equation can be derived.
dx̃4
dt
= −(2idc0)̃idc − α3x̃4 + 2i2dcref (6.39)
















ṽsd + α2x̃3 + α1x̃4 (6.40)
























































































































The expressions derived so far are for the quantities on the primary side of the trans-









= −Rgisq − ωLgisd +Nvsq (6.46)
where N is turn ratio of transformer Tr and vg is the grid voltage.
Applying small perturbations on both sides of (6.45) and (6.46), and considering the






















6.3 Linearized Model of CSI-Based PV System
From the mathematical formulations carried out so far, the linearized model for the CSI-
















a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 0 0 0 0
a21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 a32 a33 ω a35 0 a37 a38 0 0
0 0 −ω 0 0 a46 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 − 1
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, a15 = −
( 32vsd0)
idc0Ldc
, a16 = −
( 32vsq0)
idc0Ldc
, a21 = − 1Cdc−
µ3
Cdc






























































Equations (6.49)-(6.52) represents the linearized model of the system represented by
Figure 6.1. The linearized model has 10 state variables. Each eigenvalue of 6.52 corresponds
to one of the system’s modes. The stability of the system is determined by the eigenvalue
of the system as follows [101]:
 If the real parts of all eigenvalues are negative, the system is stable around the
equilibrium point;
 If at least one of the eigen values has a positive real part, the system is unstable; and
 If at least one eigenvalue has a zero real part, the system is marginally stable.
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Table 6.1: Nominal Values of State Variables
State Variable Value
vg 6.6 kV (L− L RMS












To determine the contribution of each variable in a mode and to evaluate the sensitivity
of the mode to system parameters, eigenvalue analysis for different modes is carried out in
the next section.
6.4 Sensitivity Analysis
To identify the potential interactions between the PV system and the distribution network,
to identify the nature of interaction, and to determine the robustness of the PV system
controllers against variation of parameters, an eigenvalue analysis is carried out on the
linearized model represented by (6.49)-(6.52). The nominal values used for the eigenvalue
analysis in MATLAB environment are represented in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the variation of eigenmodes corresponding to state variable idc ,
with insolation level varying from 0.1 to 1 kW/m2 , with feedforward control enabled and
disabled. From the plot, it can be observed that for the case where feedforward control
is disabled, the eigenmodes can have a positive real part for low solar irradiation levels
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Figure 6.2 Pattern of variation of eigenmodes corresponding to idc in the presence and
absence of feed-forward compensation in the DC-link current controller.














Figure 6.3 Pattern of variation of eigenmodes corresponding to isd in the presence and
absence of feed-forward compensation in the DC-link current controller.
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Figure 6.4 Pattern of variation of eigenmodes corresponding to isd with the variation of
proportional gain of inner current controller.
resulting in instability. However, for the case where the feedforward compensation in the
DC-link current control loop is enabled, eigenmodes are in the negative half of s-plane
for all solar irradiation values, resulting in a stable system. For similar conditions, the
eigenmodes corresponding to state variable isd are plotted in Figure 6.3. Since current isd
is dependent on the current idc, a pattern similar to that for idc results.
To demonstrate the impact of inner current controller, eigenmodes of isd for different
insolation levels and controller proportional gains kp are plotted in Figure 6.4. The system
behaves in stable manner when kp is maintained at low values. However, eignemodes of
the current that is injected into the grid move towards positive half of s-plane when kp is
increased at low insolation levels. Therefore, it is safe to tune the inner current control
loop at a low kp. The analytical discussion on choosing low values for kp given in Chapter
3 is confirmed by the results presented in Figure 6.4.
The results discussed so far illustrate the impact of PV system on the current that is
injected into the grid. For safe operation of the system, it is important to study the impact
of grid parameter on the eigenmodes of PV system. For this study, the state variable chosen
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Figure 6.5 Pattern of variation of eigenmodes corresponding to idc with the variation of
grid inductance.
is current idc. An increase in value of grid inductance also implies increase in distance of
PV system for the grid or connecting the PV system to a weaker system. The variation
of eigenmodes of idc with change in grid inductance is plotted in Figure 6.5. From Figure
6.5, it can be observed that when the grid inductance is low, implying a shorter distance
between the PV system and the grid or connection to a stronger system, the eigenmodes
mostly reside in the negative half of s-plane, resulting in a stable system. However, the
eigenmodes approach origin at higher values of grid inductance, implying a longer distance
between the PV system and the grid or connection to a weak system.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, sensitivity of state variables to variations in different system parameters
is analyzed by examining the location of corresponding eigenmodes. The parameters con-
sidered for the study are DC-side current control loop feedforward enable/disable signal,
AC-side inner current control loop’s proportional gain, solar irradiation level and grid in-
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ductance. For eigenmode analysis, the PV system including the controllers and PV arrays,
is linearized by applying a small perturbation around the steady state operating point.
From the results, it is observed that the system tends to become unstable when the in-
solation level is low and feedforward control in DC-side current control loop is disabled.
However, system stability is improved with enabling feedforward control in DC-side cur-
rent controller, decrease in the proportional gain of the AC-side inner current control loop,
increase in the solar insolation level and decrease in the grid inductance, i.e., connection




Summary, Contributions, and Future
Work
7.1 Summary
The main objective of this thesis is to make quality contributions in the field of power
electronic interface for grid-connected PV systems. For this purpose, the less-investigated
topology for PV system grid interface, i.e., Current Source Inverter was chosen. To make
sure about the originality of the work and to avoid repetition of the past work, an extensive
literature survey was carried out first. The literature survey covers a range of topologies
employed for interfacing PVs. A part of literature survey focusses on grid-connected PV
systems that incorporate CSI as their power conditioning units. The survey was a useful
way to determine the research gap in the field of CSIs for PV applications. In the initial
stage of research, a single-stage CSI-based PV system was designed. The design involved
developing a DC-link current controller, which allowed maximum power point tracking,
and an AC-side current controller with the mandates of AC-side current waveshaping and
reactive power control. The maximum power point tracker (MPPT) is based on the widely-
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used Perturb & Observe (P&O) method and can track the maximum power point in the
order of milliseconds. To efficiently track the current reference generated by the MPPT,
DC-link current controller is equipped with a feed-forward compensation technique. The
feed-forward control plays a major role in suppressing the nonlinearity caused by PV arrays.
A mathematical proof of this suppression is provided in Chapter 3. The AC-side current
controller is designed in a stationary frame of reference. For converting the 3-phase state
variables to their corresponding dq-frame equivalents, the transformation angle is derived
from the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). The task of the AC-side current controller is to track
the reference for the d-axis component of AC-side current, generated by DC-link current
controller, and inject a clean sinusoidal current into the grid that is in phase with the
voltage at the PCC. The AC-side current controller has the flexibility of adjusting reactive
power to a desired value. However, for this work, it is assumed that there is no reactive
power demand from the PV system. Therefore, the reactive component is set to zero and
there is only active power transfer between the PV system and the distribution system.
To verify the performance of the developed CSI-based PV system, a number of simulation
studies are carried out in PSCAD/EMTDC environment. In the first case study, the
performance of the CSI-based PV system is compared with that of a VSI-based PV system
of similar rating for a step change in the insolation level. Through simulation results, it
is shown that even though both topologies show similar performances, the quality of the
sinusoidal current generated by a CSI-based PV system is superior to that of the current
generated by a VSI-based PV system. To illustrate the performance of the CSI-based
PV system during transients on the grid side, simulation studies are carried out for four
kinds of faults. Results obtained from fault studies are highly in favor of CSI topology and
provide illustrative evidence for short-circuit current protection capability of the CSI. On
the other hand, the VSI-based PV system performs poorly when subjected to similar grid
transients. Comparative evaluation results are provided in Chapter 3.
To extend the research on CSI-based PV system further, a multilevel structure is dis-
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cussed in Chapter 4. The multilevel structure is a parallel combination of n units of CSI
and capable of producing 2n + 1 levels of current in the output. Due to increase in the
number of levels of current in the output terminals, the multilevel structure can produce
clean sinusoidal current at a considerably lower switching frequency. The CSI units in the
multilevel structure are equipped with their own MPPTs. However, on the AC-side, a com-
bined current control scheme in stationary frame of reference is proposed. The multilevel
structure is interfaced to grid through a single capacitive filter. Thus, the design results in a
high power rating with reduced number of filters, sensors and controllers. Upon simulating
the system, satisfactory performance is obtained when PV arrays of individual units are
exposed to equal insolation levels. However, when the units are exposed to different insola-
tion levels, low-order harmonics are generated in the current that is injected into the grid.
These low-order harmonics deteriorate the performance by increasing the Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) of the current. The current with low-order harmonics injected into the
distribution line can have adverse impact on the loads connected to the distribution line.
The next challenge is to address the concern raised due to introduction of these harmonics.
Minimization of these harmonics can be performed by adopting different strategies: (1) new
modulation techniques, (2) modifying filter design, (3) implementing new control strategy.
The challenge is to come up with a technique that can serve the following purposes: (1) be
very fast and involve minimum computation efforts, unlike Selective Harmonic Elimination
technique, (2) be able to perform harmonic elimination online, in real time, (3) have no
adverse impact on operation of other control logics. After a thorough study of different
techniques, a technique was introduced to eliminate harmonics efficiently for the multi-
level structure composed of units fed from PV panels under unequal insolation conditions.
Suppression of these harmonics is performed by implementing a modified current control
strategy in stationary frame that deals with individual harmonics separately and reduces
the selected harmonics to the desired levels. For minimizing the harmonics, the harmonic
components are converted to their corresponding dq-equivalents and are compared with
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their corresponding reference values set by the user. The angle of each transformation
corresponds to the specific harmonic that needs to be suppressed. The modified control
strategy operates in coordination with the existing DC-side and AC-side current controllers
and MPPTs. Therefore, suppression of harmonics can be implemented online, in real time.
The promising results obtained are discussed towards the end of Chapter 4. Evaluation
of performance of the multilevel structure developed in Chapter 4 during grid transient is
performed in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 5, the islanding behavior of the multilevel structure is investigated when
individual units are operating under equal and unequal power level conditions. Through
mathematical analysis, it is shown that, when units of the multilevel structure are operating
under different insolation levels, the extent of change in voltage at the PCC as a result of
islanding is different from that in the case when units are operating under equal insolation
levels. These results are derived mathematically for an islanding detection scheme equipped
with OVP/UVP and OFP/UFP. This analysis provides insight into the effect of location
of PV arrays in a PV field on the islanding protection. If majority of PV arrays are under
low insolation level conditions, islanding detection logic may not be triggered. The results
reported in this chapter coveys an important message that shading of PV arrays not only
impacts the maximum power available from the PV arrays in a multilevel structure, but
also the protection of the system against islanding.
To go beyond performance analysis of CSI-based PV system based on simulation and
have a more in-depth knowledge of the system behavior, it is important to study the
response of dominant state variables to variations of different system parameters. To
have an idea of sensitivity of dominant state variables to different parameters, numerous
techniques have been introduced in the literatures. In this work, eigenvalue analysis is
used for this purpose. To determine eigenvalues, a small-signal model for the complete
system is derived by assuming a small perturbation around the steady-state operating
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point. The small-signal model represents dynamics of PV arrays, DC-side of the inverter,
AC-side of the inverter, and distribution system. For this study, the sensitivity of the
eigenmode corresponding to the sinusoidal current injected into the grid is studied with
respect to variations of current controller parameter, insolation level, and grid-inductance.
The study also covers movement of eigenmodes in the presence and absence of feed-forward
compensation at different insolation level. Results from eigenvalue analysis confirm that
the eigenmode under investigation tends to move to positive half of s-plane in the absence
of feed-forward compensation when the PV system is operating at low insolation level.
Furthermore, the study suggests that for best performance, the PV system should be
located close to the grid or see a strong system at the point of connection to the grid.
Installing the PV system far away from the grid or connecting the PV system to a weak
system, may result in instability. The study also includes impact of proportional gain
constant of the outer control loop on the location of eigenvalue corresponding to the current
injected into the grid at different insolation levels.
7.2 Contributions of the Research
 The research presented a comprehensive overview of different topologies used for
grid-connected PV systems. Even though Voltage-Source Inverter has proved to be
a capable topology for this purpose, concerns about quality of power on the AC-side,
overcurrent protection during AC-side faults, and filtering requirements are yet to
be resolved. This work proved that Current Source Inverter topology was capable of
addressing those concerns and paved the way for practical implementation of CSIs
in the field for PV system applications.
 The research has made a major contribution in the design of control structure for
three-phase grid-connected PV system based on CSI. The feed-forward compensation
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introduced in the outer DC-link current control loop can eliminate the nonlinearity
introduced by the PV array. Moreover, this thesis introduced a new way of tuning
control parameters for controlling the current that is injected into the grid. Operation
of these control structure in combination with the Maximum Power Point Tracker
was tested through simulation for different insolation levels.
 Based on the control algorithms developed for CSI-based PV system, a multilevel
structure is introduced to the world of multilevel topologies based on CSI. The mul-
tilevel structure has the flexibility of accommodating PV units operating under equal
and unequal insolation levels with reduced control structure and number of sensors
and filter components. The controller design and analysis for multilevel CSI presented
in this work has never been addressed before. Operation of multilevel CSI with dif-
ferent DC inputs and incorporating measures in the control structure to eliminate
selected harmonics is a major contribution to the field. The multilevel structure for
PV application introduced in this thesis can be adopted for large PV farms.
 The thesis has made contribution in the field of islanding behavior of multilevel
topologies. A relationship between the extents of change in the voltage level at the
PCC due to islanding and power level of each unit is developed. The relationship
suggests that when individual units of multilevel topology are operating at different
power levels, islanding can be detected faster than when all the units are operating at
equal power level. This analysis shows that from the viewpoint of islanding protection
speed, spreading the PV modules connected to a multilevel CSI structure in a PV
field is more beneficial than installing them very close to one another. This is due to
the fact that in this way, it is more probable for the panels to receive unequal solar
irradiation levels. This can be more effective for building-integrated PV systems,
where PV panels are receiving uneven irradiation levels due their diverse locations
that leads to varying partial shading conditions in the course of a day.
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 A small-signal model was developed for the CSI-based PV system in this thesis by as-
suming a small perturbation around the steady-state operating point and linearizing
the nonlinear equations. The analysis and results presented in this thesis are helpful
for practical implementation purpose. The sensitivity analysis results can be taken
advantage of in selecting the proper location of PV systems within a power system,
choosing appropriate values for control parameters and positioning of PV arrays in
a PV farm.
7.3 Future Direction
The research carried out in the course of PhD study gives a new direction in modeling
and design of CSI-based PV systems. Operational characteristics are discussed for single-
module and multilevel CSI-based PV systems. The following topics have not been covered
and can serve as ideas for future work.
 Investigation of common-mode voltage for multilevel topology. Impact of common-
mode voltage on the operation of PV modules connected to the DC-side of the mul-
tilevel topology. This concern has been well addressed for VSI-based topologies.
 A more detailed analysis and examination of PV system under fault conditions. The
results would be of interest to distribution system planners and utility companies.
 Investigation of other methods and comparison of different methods for elimination
of harmonics in multilevel CSI topology operating under unequal power levels on the
DC-side.
 Developing efficient anti-islanding algorithms for the multilevel topology to comple-
ment the existing anti-islanding measures that mainly focus on single-unit inverter
systems.
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 Considering different kinds of load in small-signal studies and investigating the impact
of nonlinear loads on the performance of the PV system.
 Building a lab prototype of the multilevel CSI-based PV system for experimental
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Appendix A
System Parameters for CSI-based
PV System
The parameters for the CSI-based PV system developed in Chapter 3 are presented in
following tables.
Table A.1: System Parameters I
PV System Parameter Value Comments
Grid inductance, Lg 1 mH
Grid Resistance, Rg 1 mΩ
Grid voltage, vg 6.6 kV
Tr nominal power 1.3 MVA
Tr voltage ratio 6.6/0.48 kV Delta/Y
Tr leakage inductance 0.1 pu
Tr ohmic resistance 0.02 pu
on-state resistance of valves, R 3 mΩ
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Table A.2: System Parameters II
filter capacitance, Cf 300 µF
switching frequency 3060 Hz 51× 60 Hz
DC-link capacitance, C 1000 µF
DC-link inductance, Ldc 1 mH
# of PV cells per string, ns 800
# of PV strings, np 200
ideality factor, A 1.92
cell reference temperature, Tref 300 K
temperature coefficient, kϑ 0.0017 A/K
cell short circuit current, Iscr 8.03 A
reverse saturation current, Irs 1.2× 10−7 A
Table A.3: Controller Parameters
kp (for τi = 0.5 ms ) 0.0002





A single-line schematic diagram employed for comparative study with CSI-based PV system
























































Figure B.1 Single-line schematic diagram of a three-phase, single-stage, grid-connected PV
system based on VSI [61].
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Appendix C
Dynamics of Multilevel Inverter
based on CSI
C.1 AC-side dynamics
Each CSI of Figure 4.1 is a 6-pulse converter employing IGBT switches, operated under
Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) strategy. The output current of each CSI,
~itn, is related to the corresponding DC-side current idcn as follows:
~itn = ~midcn (C.1)
where ~itn and ~m are the space phasors corresponding to the CSI terminal currents and
the PWM modulating signals. Similarly, the DC-side voltage, vdc, is related to the CSI
AC-side voltage space phasor as
vdcn = ~mvs (C.2)
Assuming the switching losses of the inverter to be negligible, the DC-side powers of the



















= vpvn − vdcn (C.4)





= vpvnidcn − vdcnidcn (C.5)
The two terms on the right hand side of (C.5) represent the power delivered by the nth PV
array, Ppvn, and the power received by the DC-side of the n
th inverter, Pdcn, respectively.






= Ppvn − Pdcn (≈ Ps) . (C.6)
Writing (C.6) for n modules, adding both sides of the resulting equations, assuming DC-















(vsdisd + vsqisq) (C.7)
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